Language Sources

Sources of language data

Language names given with ISO-639-3 (“Ethnologue”) language codes.

Abau [aau]

Abui [abz]

Aiwoo [nfl]
Næss, Åshild. Fieldnotes.

Alamblak [amp]

Ambulas [abt]

Arammba [stk]

Bali-Vitu [bbn]

Bandjalang [bdy]

Banoni [bcm]
Bardi [bcj]

Bauzi [bvz]

Belait [beg]

Biak [bhw]

Bilua [blb]

Bine [bon]

Bininj Gun-wok [gup]

Bukiyip [ape]

Buma [tkw]

Burarra [bvr]

Cèmuhi [cam]

Djambarrpuyngu [djr]

Duke of York [rai]
Ukarumpa: SIL

Fijian [fij]

Gapapaiwa [pwg]

Garra [gbc]


Linguistic typology 10:287-326.


Gizrra [tof]


Gooniyandi [gni]
Halia [hla]
Ukarumpa: SIL.

Hatam [had]

Hua [ygr]
Amsterdam, John Benjamins.

Iaai [iai]

Ilocano [ilo]
Rubino 2000. Ilocano Dictionary and Grammar

Imonda [imn]

Inanwatan [szp]

Isaka [ksi]
Donohue, Mark and Lila San Roque. 2004. I'saka, a sketch grammar of a language of North-Central

Jabêm [jae]
Bradshaw, Joel and Francisc Czobor. 2005. Otto Dempwolff's Grammar of the Jabêm language in

Kala Lagaw Ya [mwp]
Comrie, B. 1981. Ergativity and grammatical relations in Kalaw Lagaw Ya (Saibai dialect).
Kennedy, R. J. 1981. Phonology of Kala Lagaw Ya in Saibai dialect. Australian phonologies:
collected papers. Work papers of the Summer Institute of Linguistics, Australian Aborigines
Branch, series A volume 5, ed. by B. E. Waters, 103-137. Darwin: Summer Institute of
Linguistics.
Kennedy, R. J. 1985. Clauses in Kala Lagaw Ya. Aboriginal and Islander grammars: collected

Kamasau [kms]
Sanders, Arden and Sanders, Joy. 1994. Kamasau (Wand Tuan) Grammar - Morpheme to sentence. [ms] Ukarumpa: SIL.

Kamoro [kgq]

Kayardild [gyd]

Kele [sbc]

Kewa [kew]

Kilivila [kij]

Kimaragang [kqr]

Kiwai Southern [kJd]
Klon [kyo]

Kobon [kpw]

Koiari [kbk]

Kokota [kkk]

Kol [kol]
Reesink, Ger 2002. Fieldnotes
Lindrud, Stellan. 1989. Aspect in Kol. [14-page ms]
Lindrud, S. 2002. Kol noun classes. [26-page ms]
Lindrud, S. (nd). Non-verbal predication in Kol. [36-page ms]

Korafe [kpr]

Korowai [khe]

Kove-Kaliai [kvc]

Kuot [kto]
Lindström, Eva. Fieldnotes.

Kuuk Thayorre [thd]
Lavukaleve [lvk]
Terrill, Angela. Fieldnotes

Longgu [lgu]

Madak [mmx]
Lee, Robert. n.d. The Madak noun phrase. [ms] Ukarumpa: SIL.

Mairasi [zrs]
Peckham, Lloyd. 2000. Tentative Mairasi grammar. [ms] SIL, Indonesia

Mali [gcc]
Stebbins, Tonya N. Forthcoming. Mali (Baining) Grammar. Canberra: Pacific Linguistics

Manam [mva]

Mangseng [mbh]

Marind [mrz]

Marquesan, North [mrq]

Mawng [mph]


**Mende** [sim]


Ikäheimonen, Tarja. 1998. The function of the sentence final position in the Mende language. [ms] Ukarumpa: SIL.

**Mengen** [mee]


Madden, Fred. 2000. Logical Relations in Mengen. [ms] Ukarumpa: SIL.

**Menggwa Dla** [kbv]


**Menya** [mcr]


**Meramera** [mxm]


Ohtsuba, Hideki. 1999. Meramera interlinearized texts. [ms] Ukarumpa: SIL.

Ohtsuba, Hideki. 2000. Logical relations in Meramera. [ms] Ukarumpa: SIL.

**Meriam Mir** [ulk]


**Meyah** [mej]

Motuna [siw]

Muna [mnb]

Murrinhpatha [mwf]

Mussau [emi]

Mwotlap [mlv]


Nabak [naf]


Nakanai [nak]


Namia [nnm]


Feldpausch, Tom & Becky. 2001. Organised Phonology Data. Ukarumpa: SIL.

Ngarinyin [ung]


Ngarrinyeri [nay]


Nggjem [nbq]


Onge [oon]


Orya [ury]


Rennellese [mnv]


Rotokas [roo]


Rotuman [rtm]


Roviana [rug]


Sama [ssb]


Selepet [spl]


Siar [sir]

Sisiqa [qss]

South Efate [erk]

Sudest [tgo]

Sulka [sua]
Schneider, Jos. 1942. Grammatik der Sulka-Sprache. [Typescript]

Sye [erg]

Taba [mky]

Tagalog [tgl]

Takia [tbc]

Tauya [tya]

Telefol [tif]

Tidore [tvo]

Tiwi [tiw]

Tobelo [tlb]

Tolai [ksd]

Tsou [tsu]

Tungag [lcm]

Ulithian [uli]
Umanakaina [gdn]
Evensen, Sigmund. 1996. Umanakaina grammar, from morpheme to discourse. [ms] Ukarumpa: SIL.

Una [mtg]

Uradhi [urf]

Usan [wnu]

Warlpiri [wbp]

Waskia [wsk]

Wuvulu-Aua [wuv]

Xârâcùù [ane]

**Yagaria** [qgr]

**Yessan-Mayo** [yss]

**Yimas** [yee]

**Yēlī Dnye** [yle]
Levinson, Stephen. Fieldnotes